Our collaborative revolution starts with you.
Cascadian Economic Direct Democracy
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How can we make a better decision-making system for society?

About Your Cascadia (aka OurCadia)

Our goal is to build a Cascadian Economic Direct Democracy – a parallel economic overlay that is under the complete direct democratic control of local community members via intuitively recognizable systems of organization.

It aims to empower every person to sustainably exchange goods and services, drastically increase personal income, fund new jobs and needed causes, have an equal voice in their locality; and make educated, horizontal, community-based decisions with a transparent, secure, and ever-improving open source platform.

Our collaborative revolution starts with you.

Learn even more! > Contact > FAQs >
Log in / Sign up > News > Sitemap >
What kind of platform?

This is the homepage! It’s fully customizable

My Initiatives

- New cause - Neighborhood Cleanup: 62.4%
- New cause - Native water fund: 37.7%
- Change request - Add "Charity Champ" badge: 50%
- Change request - Local currency to gold standard: 22.1%
- Change request - Add new service category: "Custodial": 78%
- Informational brief - Water bill statement: 68%

* Start new Initiative
Community-based budgeting of Universal Basic Income excess, consisting of dollars and self-stabilizing crypto-tokens.

My ideal community budget

- Education: 23.5%
- Health Services: 19.2%
- Environment: 11.4%
- OurCadia Admin: 5.3%
- Arts Programs: 4.2%
- Business Loans: 36.4%

Explore other solutions in need of funding:
- Kraftz 4 Kiddoz: 0.8%
- Claymation 101: 0.45%
- Inner city restoration: 1.55%
- Films in the Park: 0.9%
- Cello instructors: 0.5%
The things you need and want will populate in a prioritized list here based on distance and responsibility scores.

You can also sort by other filters, or idly browse random offers/needs nearby.
What you got here is your quintessential crescent wrench. It can handle nuts of any size and strength (provided they are between 0-5" in diameter and fastened within reason), backed by a lifetime Daftsman™ warranty. Pretty standard issue, really.

If that’s not enough for you, this was used literally one time when I couldn’t find my other twelve crescent wrenches. So needless to say, I don’t really need this one, and it’s in perfect condition still. You save like 7 bucks off store-bought, which is also about the price I charge to deliver (within a 40 mile radius). Or you can pick it up. Long distance shipping available for 40+ miles away as well. BTC/ETH/LTC accepted.
This is the profile of another member.

Olympia, WA

“I’m a bear, I’m a man, that’s all that I am.”

Tokens: 598.65, Reputation: 73.6, Votes Cast: 23, Exchanges: 427

Carrie Irpijn
Tenino, WA - 14.9 mi away

“I’m a highly professional asset relocation agent, specializing in deliverables of a corporeal nature.”

Tokens: 3351, Reputation: 82.6, Votes Cast: 64, Exchanges: 1227

Needs: Tax preparation, $450.00 for Rent, 9lb bag of sunflower seeds, Landscaping, Therapy, Financial Planning...

Wants: Porcelain airplane, Day spa treatment, Caramel candy, XboxOne, Assorted stuffed animals, Porcelain train...

Has: Crescent wrench, 15” LED floodlight, Seasons 1-6 of the Teletubbies on DVD, Styrofoam Insulation (90lb), Mascara...

Will: Deliver packages, Cut hair, Perform Lounge-style singing gigs, Meditate disputes, Coordinate delivery logistics...

+ Needs: Haircut, Salmon Filet (6x8), Crescent wrench...
+ Wants: 6x3’ Bookshelf, iPhone8, Terry cloth...
+ Has: 30’ Roll of bubble wrap, Unicycle, Porcelain airplane...
+ Will: Mow lawn, Provide hunting lessons, Prepare taxes...
Issues and their potential solutions are organized in a community “Wikitree” by Category > Issue > Solution > Premise > Facts/Sources

Here’s a breakdown of community support for 4 example solutions to an issue.

- Treeplanters United: 0.99% (21.1% of solution)
- Super Tree Friends: 1.58% (33.8% of solution)
- Eco-buddies Forever: 1.2% (25.6% of solution)
- 4th Reforestation Org: 0.91% (19.4% of solution)

Current stats:
Total % of Olympia budget: 4.68%
Predictive Sustainability Analysis

Barry Mannowitz

Versatile simulation/analytics tools to help make decisions and track data.

“I'm a bear, I'm a man, that's all that I am.”

Tokens: 598.65, Reputation: 73, Votes Cast: 24, Exchanges: 427

Year projection – [2020 - 2050]
Adult population – [1,000 - 10,000]
Workforce partition – [Large business - 33%, Small business - 33%, Non-profits - 34%]
Revenue partition – [Persons spending - 60%, Community Budget Funding – 40%]

Advanced >
This is also part of the Wikitree, in a section that defines meta-decisions about how members want the platform itself to operate and grow.

It states some community goals, and potential rewards to unlock for different scales of operation.

When communities are large enough, they can test variations of rules and structures, and measure/compare the results to adapt and improve.
Gamified Incentive Systems

This is your personal mission control, listing all of the achievements you can complete to earn special badges.

Some badges:
- Upgrade your XP meters
- Give you new abilities
- Can be equipped for certain bonuses
- Give you new skins and mini-games.

---

Objectives

- **Token badges** – Lv. 2
  (+900 Tokens/month; +4 reputation)
- **Check-in badges** – Lv. 1
  (+20 reputation)
- **Friendship badges** – Lv. 1
  (+20 reputation)
- **Hot streak badge**
  (+25 Tokens)
- **Punctuality badges** – Lv. 1
  (+25 Tokens; +20 reputation)

---

Community goals

Exchange

Conduct
Barry Mannowitz
Olympia, WA

“I’m a bear, I’m a man, that’s all that I am.”

Olympia community budget
- Education 33%
- Environment 20.5%
- Public Welfare 13%
- Health Services 10.5%
- Business Loans 6.7%
- OurCadia Admin 6.3%
- Add new

My Initiatives
- New cause - Neighborhood Cleanup 62.4%
- New cause - Nairobi Water Fund 37.2%
- Change request - Add "Charity Champ" badge 58.6%
- Change request - Local currency to gold standard 32.1%
- Change request - Add new service category "Custodial" 78%
- Informational brief - Nairobi Aid Statement - New
- Start new Initiative

Tokens: 598.65
Reputation: 73.6
Votes cast: 21
Exchanges: 427

Needs: Haircut, Salad, Fillet (x2), Crescent wrench...
Wants: 6x3 Bookshelf, iPhone8, Terry cloth...
Has: 30' Roll of bubble wrap, Unicycle, Porcelain airplane...
Will: Mow lawn, Provide hunting lessons, Prepare taxes...
Olympia community budget

- Education 33%
- Environment 26.5%
- Public Welfare 17%
- Health Services 10.5%
- Business Loans 6.7%
- OurCadia Admin 6.3%
- Add new

My Initiatives

- New cause - Neighborhood Cleanup 62.4%
- New cause - Nairobi water fund 37.2%
- Change request - Add "Charity Champ" badge 56%
- Change request - Local currency to gold standard 22.1%
- Change request - Add new service category "Custodial" 76%
- Informational brief - Nairobi's Air Statem...- New

Crescent wrench
A+ (local owner) 0.34 mi away
Used – perfect condition

Details > Similar >

Haircut
A+ (local barber) 0.68 mi away
14 years experience, men’s and women’s, any style.

Details > Similar >
Fire damage

Fire damage in the Columbia River Gorge and surrounding areas is a real problem for the wildlife, people, and economies that surround it. As of now, there are 2,431 acres reported as actively on fire, and 7,235 acres damaged.

There are 3 types of solutions currently put forward to address fire damage-related problems, and 14 organizations working on getting them put into place.
Welcome to Your Cascadia (aka OurCadia)

We are a growing community in the Pacific Northwest that aims to better ourselves and the world around us with smarter, responsible trade facilitated by continuously optimizing direct democracy.

Our cooperative revolution starts with you.

Learn more about the future we are building together >

- Participatory UBI Allocation
- Decentralized Community Marketplace
- Direct Democratic Decision-Making Framework
- Predictive Sustainability Analysis
- Community-based Continual Optimization
- Gamified Incentive Systems
How can you help? 😊

- Give honest and constructive feedback
- Become an active member (pilot/post-launch)
- Get people hyped by sharing this info with others
- Help with the framework development
- Make and distribute promotional materials
- Participate in debate for an initial Democratic Wikitree
- Donate monthly to help finance the initial effort
- Almost literally anything you can imagine!
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Special thanks to these three pioneers, whose ideas make this possible:

• LEDDA – Local Economic Direct Democracy Association
  A system devised by Dr. John Boik. More info here >

• LETS – Local Exchange Trading System
  A system designed and executed by Michael Linton
  More info here >

• Ethereum – A blockchain framework conceived and created by Vitalik Buterin